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ABSTRACT

There is a great effort worldwide to develop new X-ray micros-

cope« both of the imaging and of the scanning type. Undulator radia-

tion from the next generation of high brightness Synchrotron

radiation «torage rings will be the ideal source £or such micros-

copes. As imaging elements, Fresnel zone plates, grazing incidence

mirrors and multi-layer coated normal incidence mirrors are being

developed and applied. The Engineering of theae elements is

determined by accurate knowledge of optical constants of the

materials involved and by the manufacturing accuracy. The major

projecte ate reviewed. Finally, details and firut results of the

Hamburg focusing mirror scanning microscope are preuented. With this

Instrument, imaging and microprobe analysia wlth less than In.

rasolution is possible in the energy ränge 20 - 1300 eV. Long term

improvement could yield a resolution of 0.1 um-

to be publiahed in: Prnceedinas of the 15th Internat. Conf. on X-Ray
and Inner Shell Procegses, Knoxville, Tenn., July 9-13, 1990
AIP Conference Proceedings Series
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays there eicists a host of different kinds of microscopies,

each of them having its own merits. While the general goal of all

microscopies is to achieve high resolution, they also display objecta

with different type« of contrast. The idea to generate images with

the use of x-rays came «p soon after their discoveryj tt was,

however, hampered by the fact that no lenaea comparable to those in

ordinary light optica exist. In spite of thia many efforts have been

made to overcome this problem during the years. PracticalLy all

attempts are restricted to the aoft x-ray regime, namely photon

energies below about 1000 eV. Imaging can be achieved by Fresnel zone

platcB and by different typea of mirrora. Further, scanning can

aometimes be achieved with much simpler optics, in the simpleat caae

by putting the sample behtnd a pin-hole. When a microfocus of soft

x-rays is generöted, not only tranamission but also secondary pro-

cesaes like e.g. photoelectron emission, ion deeorption, lumineacence

etc. may serve to obtain images. Thia type of microscopy has the

advantage that often the observed contrast is readily interpreted in

terms of fundamental physical proceases. Finally, the electrooptical

imaging of photoelectrons which are emitted from a wide ränge of the

sample ahould also be mentioned.

The renewed interest in x-ray microscopy has several reasona.
2 3

Maybe the most important is the advent of Synchrotron radiation ,
4-6

especially from the third generation of atorage rings which will

produce undulator radiation with unprecedented brightness. There are

other developmenta in parallel which are of similar importance,

improved x-ray optics namely zone plates, multilayer coated mirrors,
7 fl

and highly polished grazing incidence mirrors ' . Further, new high

resolution x-ray resista have been developed ta be used äs recording

media for contact microacopy.

All these developments are well documented in a aeriea of con-
9-11

ference proceedings



This fall acientiats from all over the worid will come together

again for the International Symposium "X-Ray Microacopy III' in

London September 3-7, 1990. At that time a füll survey on recent

progresa will be available. In thia paper the general ideal of x-ray

Imaging and a few selected examplea will be presented. Any attempt

like the one to which chapter I is devot«d to list presumptive appli-

cationt of x-ray microscopy nuat temain inconplete. Chapter II.

addretaea the parformance and the fundamental limitationa of x-ray

microacopea derlved from tht propertiea of their optical element«. In

chapter III. the moat advanced existing mlcroBcopes are addressed.

Finully, in chapter IV the Hamburg elllpsoidal mirror microflcope, a

project in vhich the author hlmself is involved, Is descrlbed in some

dataiL.

I, APPLICATIOHS OP SOFT X-RAY HICROSCOPY

Before looking into the technical details of x-ray microscopy it

appears to be approprlate to consider aomft posslble applications.

Thia would let minimum goala for the performances which need to be

achieved. Fractically all typeB of x-ray microBcopefi are still in a

atate which ia far from a routine Operation for the solution of real

scientific or appli«d Problems. Some of the potential applications

discuased under these circumstances may turn out to become auperseded

by unforeaeen difficulties or neu competing techniques developed in

the meantime. On the other hand, it is common experiftnce that once a

new tool becomes available, other unexpected poasibilitiea will ahow

up.

Quite generally, two directions can be foreseen for applying

theae microscopeai Any Btructured objects, where soft x-rays would

provide a contrast reveallng such structures or alloving that struc-

tural contrast to be quantified in a way not feasible by other meana,

could be inveatigated. The reaolution, however, needs to be better

than or at least in the order of the smallest structure of interest.

Another direction would involve all kinds of soft x-ray spectrosco-

pies which are nowadaya performed on macroscoplc samples. The same

spectroBcopies could then be applied to microscopic samples or

mlccoBcopic homogeneous spots on large samples.

Among atructured samples one should primarily consider biologi-

cal objecte. Soft x-ray microscopy opens up the possibility to obtain

Images with good contrast of cells, nuclei, bacteria, etc. in their

living state, i.e. in a thin film of aqueous solution, rather than

dried and atalned. First Images of this type are now available with a

resolution in the 50 nm ränge. This resolution is beyond that of the

light microscope. X-ray microscopes built for this purpose do not

require tunability over a large energy ränge but they could operate

well at a fixed photon energy in the so-called 'water window'

(250-500 eV), Zone plate microscopes are appropriate at that energy

because of their good resolution.

Once resolution becomes better and better for biological

samples, radiation doaage increases in parallel since visibility of a

certain Btructure depends on contrast and on the number of photons

within the resolution interval. There is äs yet an unresolved discus-

sion going on about the amount of photon density biological objects

of different types can tolerate before the image obtained is not any

longer representative of a living structure, Since this could become

a problem in the future, it should be noted that scanning transmis-

sion microscopy is advantageous in this respect compared to imaging

microscopy. The reason is that in the latter case the useful number

of photons is reduced by the typically low efficiency of the imaging

element while in scanning microscopy all the transmitted photons are

used.

With scanning microscopy in certain arrangements of the optical

element9 the topmost layers of solid samples can be investigated by

means of secondary processes. Photoemitted electrons contain Infor-

mation from a depth between l and 10 monolayers depending on their



energy. A detailed energy analyais could be eaaily perfonned If

§uffielent Inten*lty ia available. In thls case, Information on the

chemical elements reaiding In a aurface layer «8 well äs theit

chemical envlronment could be obtained by XPS. At the sarne time

tunlng of the photon energy could enhance Signals and resolve

ambiguities. Of course, one should not forget that there 1s • heavy

competition with other imaging aurface sensitive methods like e.g,

imaging Auger-spectroscopy. Advantages and disadvantages of the

different methoda are, however. aeaeaaed in much the aame way AB with

macroacopic probes.

Other proceflies euch «B photo>Btimulated deaorption of specific

ions, fluorescence and ocattered radiation could become even more

Important in the long run. Soft x-raya äs a probe have the special

advantage over electrona that inaulating surfaces could be analysed

without problems due to Charge build up.

Once a small beam on the order of l \iai containa enough photon s

to support a statlc apectroscopy like XPS etc., thla would help in

applying the methoda to new materials which could be grown only in

th« form of tiny cryatals or which do not have large homogenoua

sutface areaa. For example many of the new high T materials were

produced initially äs small crystala. Growing big cryatalfi involvea

great efforts. Even those whtch are grown presently aa large cryatals

have inhomogeneous cleavage sucfacea. Dangeraus materials or

materials which have too high a vapour preasure for a good vacuum

could be prepared a* tiny thin layered Spots on e.g. carbon foila in

a separate syatem and, thereafter, be investigated by a microbeam.

Damage to the Instrument could be avoided this way while valuable

data are obtained.

II. PERFORMANCE OF THE OPTICAL ELEMENTS

In thia chapter we ehall look into the fundamental llmitationa

of optical elements uaed in imaging and in acanning soft x-ray

- 6 -

microacopy. Since no lensea are available for thia spectral region,

the only elements which come into consideration are Fresnel zone

platea and mirrors. Hlrrora could be covered with multi-layer

coatings in order to form artificial Bragg-reflecting crystals. For

shorter wavelengths, natucal bent crystals could also be used. In

order to be more speciflc, we conaider a well defined example of

acanning microscopy using undulator radlation from a stotage ring in

an arrangement given in fig. 1. The optical elements needed to

X - 100A- 1A

optics

0,Q1 -

Fig. 1: Typical Layout and parameters of a microfocus arrangement at

an undulator in one of the next generation storage rings

(from ref. 6)

generate a demagnified Image of the source on the sample could be

used in most casea (though not in all) in reverse to magnify a

portion of the source on photographic film or resist.

With an undulator in one of the advanced newly planned storage

rings radiation originales from a source with an effective source

size of roughly 100 um and a divergence of considerably lesa than 0.1

mrad. The goal is monochromatlzation to 0.1 eV unleas the natural

monochromaticity of undulator radiation of Ae/E = 1:50 is eufficient

for certain types of experiments. In a next step radiation is to be

focuaed down to a diffraction limited spot which should be äs small

aa possible. There are fundamental limitations to the minimum spot

size achlevable and technical limitations to the manufacturing of the
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optlcal element«. The technical lImitatIonB may be overcome Step by

atep due to ingenuity or by inveating enough effort and money.

W« try nov to obtain B rough estimate of the fundamental limita-

tioni. The final atep of imaging onto the tample must be a latge

demagnlfication D of the source Itself or of an intermediate Image

which ia defined ptoperly by a diaphragm. According to fig. 2 , D

- d/d'- l/l'.

Fig. Zi Illustration to ezplain Liouville'a theorem in a microfocus

arrangement, S • source, I - image, d 1 and d are correapon-

ding elementa of S and I respectively (from ref. 6).

Then LiouviLle's theorem {in optics known äs the Abb6 condition)

d sin 9 - d'sln ©' (D

providea a relatlon for the angular widths 6,9' in the case of

perfect imaging. Further, a focus of diameter d requlres a ninimum

angular width due to the coherence condition

2d sin 0 S A, (2)

In agreement with the uaual definition of the diffraction Limit of

the classical light microscope d means the FVfHM of the central

- B -

a) Ion* Diäte

b) mi

Fig. 3: Limitations to the smallest spot size d' attainable in a

microfocus arrangement a) with a Fresnel zone plate with

outermost zone Separation ir, b) with mirror optics

(rotationally Symmetrie) with the critical angle of total

reflection 0 . c) with a bent crygtal with the extinction
c

Length l contrtbuting to the spot size d. tf is the Bragg

angle (from ref. 6).
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diffraction p««k whlch, for the purpose of thti paper, 1s roughly

approximated to lie vithin 20 Z of the value gtven by eq, (2).

s) A Fresnel zone plate (see flg. 3) IB a circular diffraction

grating with the local grating conatant Ar determlned such that the

beam IB diffracted to the Image point. The grating equatlon ia

Ar(8in8-aln8'} - mA (3)

where m i« the order of diffraction. When D IB amall, it follows

that ß"2Q and eq. O) reada Arsin9 - mA . With \m eq. (2) and the

local gratlng conatant Ar , of the of the outetmoat zone, we have

d 3 Ar . /2m.
min (4)

Thus in first (m - 1} order the reaolution IB limited to the

width of the outennoat zone Ar . /2. If one remembera that all zones
min

muat be concentric and apherlcal to within a fraction of Ar , /2m, it

la underatandable that the present resolution of tone plates is limi-

ted to d 3 500 A. Nevertheless, the production of zone plates with

even lower dimenaiona of Ar . appears to be a technical rather thanmin
a fundamental problem. In this context it should be remembered that

the 'dark" zones need to have a certain thicknese t either in order

to block the beam or in order to ahift the phase of the radiation by

A/2. The latter IB achieved In ao called "phaae zone plates' taking

advantage of the very emall devlation of the real part of the Index

of refraction of l in the 500 - 1000 eV ränge. The aapect ratio

2t/Ar . . however, becomefl forbiddingly large with decreasing Ar .
min min

b) Under the ausumption that a eingle mlrror constitutes the

optlcal «lement In the final demagnification atage we arrive at an

estlmate for the grazing incidence region (photon energiea above 100

eV). From a Drude model for the Index of refraction we obtain n - l -

w /(2w2) - l - A /(2A2 ) with u , A being a pLasma frequency and
P p P P

plaama 'wavelength" reapectively. 9̂  the grazing critlcal angle of

- 1U -

total reflectlon ia defined by cos 9 - n. 9 ia roughly the angle at
c 2

whlch the reflectivity IB 50 r. n ̂  l - 9/2. For small 6 we have 9
C C "-

£ A/A and with 9
P

obtain

2 9 (see fig. 3) in combination with eq. (2) we

d st \
P

(5)

This effective plasma wavelength gives only a rough representa-

tion of the optical constants in a certain spectral ränge. In ptin-

ciple A should be inversely proportional to the square root of the

number of "free" electrons per unit volume. In addition to the

conduction electrons all those core electrons should be coimted which

can be excited at a given photon energy and whlch have exhausted

their oscillator strength. Therefore, A might decrease slowly with

decreasing wavelength. In practice, however, reflectivities are well

repreaented by a constant A , which for gold coated mirrors gives A

= 200 A over a wide energy ränge . With this A in eq. (5), we

obtain the ultimate limit to the obtainable spot size of d = 50 Ä

with a single mlrror optica. With a double mirror optica, e.g. the

Weiter type t arrangement the limit could become half thia

value. Other limitations lie of course in the aberrations and in the

manufacturing accuracy of mirror elements with complicated ahapes.

c) Bent crystal optics and multilayer coated reflecting optics

are limited to fixed photon energies, but with those elements grazing

reflection angles can be made large. There is, however, the problem

that the grazing angle o£ reflection tf and the wavelength A are

linked by Bragg's law.

2d aintf - mA (6)

where d is the lattice or multilayer spacing and m the order.

Laterally graded lattice constants may be generated with multilayer

coatinga but not ao easily with crystals. A near normal incidence

optics like the Schwarzschild arrangement is probably the Optimum
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for «uch Elements. Du« to the large scattering at normal incidence by

aurfac« roughness there ia a serious technical problem in this

arrangement (see eq. (9)) below.

Normal incidence will also minimize another linitation of such

optic» which is due to the finite depth in vhich radiatlon ia

reflected (see fig. 3). If l is the extinction length the width of

the focus due to this effect ie

d - l Bin t
e |COB 21» | (7)

Sine« l can be in the order of 5000 A this effect can serioualy

influence the size of the focal apot unless tf is lese than a few

degrees, or unless tf is equal to 90 ° vithin a few degreea (back

reflection).

d) The Bimpl«st way to obtaln a microfocus ia by placing a pin-

hole in a parallel beam. The size of the light apot depends on the

distance x batween the pinhole of diameter d' and the sample. Then

the eice of the apot IB given (see fig. 4) aai

d - 2xtan9 + x(A/d')

divergence diffraction

pin hole

Fig. At Definition of the Parameters of a pinhole scanning micro-

probe (from ref. 6).

Ve asstune x - 5 mm, a distance barely large enough in order to

be able to extract the photoelectrons from the sample surface. At A -

20 A and neglecting the divergency term, the Optimum pinhole size is

- 12 -

then d' - 3 iun which yields a epot size of d - 6 JUB. The divergency

of the beam illuminating the pinhole would have to be 6 s 10~ rad.

This amounts, however, to a demagnification D • l of the undulator

eource onto the pinhole. The loss of intensity with an aaaumed aource
2 -3diameter of 100 \m correaponds to (3 jun/100 |im) ^ 10 . All this is

just a simple demonatration of where the limitations are for thie

simplest posaible approach to spatially resolved photoemission.

Neverthelesa, in certain caaes, e.g. photoemissioti on crystala which

can only be gtown in aizea up to 10 jun, this approach might make
1 A

aense. Also with photon encited Auger analysis which does not

require monochromatization of the exciting radiation, such an

approach might be reaaonable.

Let us finally constder emittance/acceptance matching between

the aource in the storage ring and the spot on the sample (see fig.

1). If the aource size of 100 um äs obtainable in third generation

storage ringa is demagnified by D - 10 to a spat of 1000 Ä the

overall emiasion angle (electron beam divergence convoluted with the
-4undulator angular distribution) which we aasumed is 29 - 10 rad

tranaforms according to eq. (1) by a factor D to 20 - 10 rad.

This amounta to an angle 9 - 3° or a grazing incidence reflection

angle 9/2 - 1.5°. At A - 10 A, 0 - A/A - 3° for a Au coating is

well above this angle. Even further demagnification ia feasible

without more loss of inteneity than that due to the limited re-

flectivity of the optical elements.

One important factor in this context ia the loss of specular

reflectivity due to roughness. The actual reflectivity is calculated

in the aimplest theoretical approach from the reflectivity of a

perfectly smooth surface R by

R - exp{-E(4iro-ain(e/2))/A]

where a ia the mean square roughnesa with a Gaussian hight distribu-

tion. The scattered intensity is unfortunately not lost but generates



a diffuse background in the Image of the sample which will reduce the
19.20

contrait

III. REALIZATIOHS OF SX-HICROSCOPES

A falrly complete aurvey on all the projects underway In recent

years worldwlde is contained In book form äs proceedinga of two

Conferences on r-ray microacopy ' . AB mentloned in the

introduction a third Conference of thifl seriea will follow September

1990. ProceedingB of uome additional meetinga have also been
a ij

published ' . Here only a few of the most advanced projecte can be

mentioned.

By far the tnost advanced project ia that of the Göttingen
g 15

group " . This group haa developed both imaging ( f ig . 5) and

polychromctic
X rodlotion

image lield

•-X----..
condpnser Zone

plolp

imago
l1' Order

Fig. 5i Arrangement of the zone plate mictoscope

(from ref. 10 p. 196)

STEPP1NG MQTDSS I~GR X-Y SCflN. 0 lun STEP --

COARSE ALIGNMENT- AND racusiNG KYZ-STAGC, 2 '<075 'X075 '

UHV VftCUUM

PMDTDELECTPONS - >

ELECTRON ENERGY ANÄLYZER. PETflRDINC CH(\T ftXlS C1ECTRQN DETECTIDN —,

SPATIftLLY CDHERENT X-RAYS. 01XPV

X - R Ä Y LENS (ZONE PLATt>

1:15 DEMAGN1FTING S TAGE UITH SftMPLE

rticusED x-RftYS.m»»«a-]0»«9 PHOTONS INTD e5-?50nn SPOT

Fl.UX 1IFTECTOR

Fig. 6: The scanning XPS-microacope (from ref.

scanning microecopy with holographically produced zone plates äs

optical elements. They apply this microscopy exclusively far the

investigation of biological objects in the so-called water window

between 250 and 500 eV photon energy. They have obtained a spatial

resolution of 30 nm with an imaging microscope and of 50-60 nm with a

scanning microacope, both installed at a bending magnet beam-line at

the storage ring BESSY in Berlin. This group has obtained images of

biological objects in a wet environment practically under living

conditions. They work on several improvement programs äs e .g.

production of phase zone plates with tncreased efficiencies. phase

21
contra st imaging (in contrast to the cotnmon imaging of the
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•Um
lineor
displocemenl
Ironsöucer

grazing inddenMjronpthromalor
"1

otjecliv» D

C-lill«

channel odvonce

inultichünnel scoler

Fig. 7i Prototype of a acanntng microscope inetalled at the original

DESY Synchrotron uaing a multi-layer coated Schwarzschild

objective at hv - 60 eV (from ref. 17)

abaorption atructure of the objects) and Installation of a mictoacope

illuminated with a plasma source. Recently they also aucceeded in

manufacturing a wet cell with controllable thickneas of the water

layer contained between two thin plastic foils.

Ot he r well advanced zone plate microscopes, all of them in the
22 23scarmlng mode, are operated at Brookhaven and at Daresbury . The

groups are located at Stony Brook and the Imperlal College London

respectlvely. Both uae zone plates produced by e-beam writing taking

advantage of modern methods developed fot the productlon of micro-

electronlc clrcuits. Both groups have inatalled the microacopes at

undulator beam lines. They have mainly Inveatigated biological

samples and other objects all in the tranamlesion mode. In addition,
24

Ade et al. from Stony Brook have recently eucceeded in operating a

zone plate microacope in conjuction with a cylindrical mirror

- 16 -

analyzer (flg. 6) for scanning photoemisaitm microscopy. They have

obtained Images of lifte structures of alternatingly AI, SiO and Si

on a silicon wafer. The tesolution obtained ia in the order of 0.3

tun.

In our laboratory Haelbich et al. have developed a scanning

microscope based on B Schwarzschild objective (fig. 7) coated with

reflection enhancing multi-layers. At that time a resolution of l tun

was obtained but intensity was low since neither a storage ring

beam-line nor undulators were available.

This idea was recently revived in the MAXIMUH project at the
25ALADDIH storage ring in Wisconsin . The MAXIMUH microscope has

recently obtained 0.5 |JJTt resolution at about 100 eV photon energy.

Due to the exorbitant importance of surface roughness at normal

incldence (see eq. (9)) this type of microscope will probably be

restrtcted to maximum photon energies in the 100 eV region.

Photoemission microscopes with electron imaging are presently

being developed by Tonner et al. and King et al. . Also several

groups are developing such microscopes with classical light sources
O Ü _ ^ft

in the ultraviolett where differences in work function at

surfaces create a pronounced contrast.

El l ipso ld
Hyperboloid

Fig. 8: Geometry of the Wolter I microscope (from ref. 16)
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Aoki et al. 31 and Franks et al. 16 hav« obtained Images using

grazing incidence reflection fron two conaecutive surfaces in a
1A 15

Weiter ' type arrangetnent (see flg. fl).

Some of theae microscopes are intended £or Operation with

sources other than Synchrotron radiation. Images could be obtained

with radiation from a laser produced plasma in one shot. In contrast

to a zone plate microscope monochromaticity is not required and the

füll flpectrum emitted by the source contributes to form an Image.

IV. ELLIPSOIDAL MIRROR SCANNIHG MICROSCOPE

The simplest poasible rotationaily Symmetrie reflectlng optlcal

elerneut 1s B rotational ellipsoid which collects radiation

orlginating from one focal spot focusing it into the other one. Fig.

9 shows an Arrangement which is presently aet up at the HASYLAB
32

laboratory by the Unlversity of Hamburg . The elliptical ring mirror

has a diamet«r of 5 mm t a length of 6 mm; distances l' - 1000 mm;

Fig. 9i Principle and parametere of the scanning photoelectron

microscope under construction at HASYL

of the elliptical mirror (from ref. 6)

microscope under construction at HASYLAB. F , F are the foci

l - 35 im; a demagnification D - 1/30; and a grazing angle of re-

flection 9/2 - Z". It reflects radiation up to E ̂  2000 eV. The ima-

ging properties are such that a point in the ohject plane at a

- 10 -

distance d' from the axis generatea a whole circle with a radius d -

Dd' in the Image plane. This circle is concentric to the axis of the

ellipsoid. Thus a concentric circle in the image plane is imaged on a

concentric demagnified circle in the object plane and a concentric

diaphragm of diameter d* has an image äs a spot of diameter d - Dd'.

For the purpose of forming a microfocus such a mirror fulfils all the

necessary requirements. Also, calculations involving diffraction show

that the diffraction pattern is close to that of an annular aperture

of 5 mm diameter and 200 \un width. Therefore the general considera-

tions mentioned above for the resolution limit due ta diffraction

apply. AB a matter of fact due to the necessary apodization eq. (2)

needs to be modified for a hollow cone yielding opproximately

(10)

As a consequence also eq. (5) is modified to

d ̂  A /8
P

(11)

In the case of the ellipsoid microscope, with 9/2 = 0.035 rad,

we have 9/2<fl for photon energies below 2000 eV. Note that the

resolution according to eq. (11) is only obtained at this upper limit

in photon energy. The hollow cone diffraction pattern, although being

narrouer than that of a füll cone, has the disadvantage that the cen-

tral diffraction peak containa less than 102 of the total intensity

depending on the length of the mirror. The rest is smeared out into

the diffraction rings of higher arder and will generate a background

in the vicinity of each resolution element. With the phase I tnicros-

cope which is now operating at HASYLAB, a 30 \un diameter diaphragm is

demagnified to a d - l jun diameter image. Because of the imperfec-

tions of this first mirror (manufactured by the Zeiss Company with

the best presently available technology) it is not yet worthwhile to

operate the Instrument with a 10 um diaphragm which would yield a

focus of 0.3 um. This has to be compared with the diffraction l'imit

according to eq. (10) with 0 - 0.14 rad yielding at A » 20 A; d -
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0.014 |un. Thus in this phase of the project there is no limitation to

be expected due to diffraction. In a phase II which aims at a focus

of 0.1 tun this mirror will reach the diffraction limit of 0.1 jun at A

- 170 k corresponding to E - 75 eV.

33
Thia nicroBCOpe is Inatalled behind the FLIPPER Station at the

VI undulator at HASYLAB. It can be operated with one aingle alignment

In th* whole ränge t - 20-1300 eV, Its angular acceptance ia matched

to that of the FLIPPER monochromator. The overall intensity loss is
-3 2

a factor of 10 (10 jim diaphtagm, 300x250 \isn Spot aize), and a
_2

geometrical acceptance factor of 1.25*10 at the mirror. The

•pecular reflectivity of the mirror will depend on Its roughnesa.

Some initial tests on prototyp« mirrors together with tests on the

actual mirrors are encouraging. Assutning an optimistic value of R -

O.B, we obtain a general loss factor of 10" by which the intensity

at the exit slit of the monochromator needs to be multiplied. At the

marimum intensity of the FLIPPER (100 eV, 2 • 10 Photons) we would
8 7

obtain 2 • 10 , and at the oxygen K-edge (534 eV) approximately 10

photons are available.

Possible gains in intensity at third generation storage rings of

lower emittances with monochromators equipped with better optical

elernent8 are roughly estimated: a factor of 10 at the entrance

aperture, a factor of 5 with a smaller horizontal divergence and a

factor of 20 using longer undulators with more periode. Thus three

Orders in magnitude in the gain appear to be a reasonable estitnate

due to improvementa of the storage rings. Using somewhat longer

mirrors or mirrors with higher anglea 9/2, one could also gain aome

Intenaity but to a lesser extent. It should, however, be mentioned

that using such a small angle äs 6/2 • 2° for longer wavelengths

enhancea apecular reflection and reduces roughness scattering accor-

ding to eq. (9).

The ellipBoidal mirror mtcroscope is operated at HAEYLAB,

Hamburg, since 1989. Several different mitrors have been tested and

- 20 -

characterized tip to now. At this moment, an ellipsoidal mirror is

available which produces a focal spot of a little less than l iun

FWHM. The intensity distribution is not Gaussian but haa wings which

contain a non-negligible fraction of the intensity. The overall

intensity behaves äs estimated above. Under specific conditiona

intensities between 5 • 10 and 7 • 10 photons/sec. were obtained

between 30 and 600 eV photon energy äs measured by a calibrated

Schottky barrier detector.

Images of test objects äs shown in fig. 10 and 11 are obtained

for different photon energies between 50 and 1100 eV both in trans-

mission and photoelecttic yield. The signals are either meaaured with

channeltrons or with solid state detectors.

Fig. 10s Transmission of a fine Cu grid, partly obstructed by a

coarser supporting grld, left side. 133 um x 142 (un, right

side 27 \w x 21 nin, hc - 260 eV.

Recently we were also able to obtain first XPS spectra with a

spherical electron analyser equipped with a special electron lens. A

spot of 3 |xm diameter was kept fixed on SiO and Au eamples.
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Fig. lli Section of a Presnel zone plate. 135 tun z 142 iun, left aide

transmiflsion, right slde total electron yield, ht> - 260 eV.

The nechanicfl of the raicroacope and the acannlng Btage are de-

signed and manufactured with great care so that Images down to 0.1 um

resolution could be obtained once a sufficiently accurate ellipsoidal

mirror ifl »vailable. The details of the microscope are described
, j. 31elaewhere
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